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I have just completed the replacement of the clutch and dual mass flywheel on my 2004 (pre-facelift) 1.9JTD UglyBug.  
Most of this article applies to other models too though I suspect the petrol-engined model is easier to do as it may not 
have a dual mass flywheel and there is enough room without lowering the front sub frame.  Certainly the garage job-
tariff is higher at 7.5 hours for the diesel version on account of this. 
It is 20 years since I last did a job of this type and in the absence of a Haynes manual and being completely unfamiliar 
with Fiat mechnicals it was a little daunting.  FWD Rovers and Peugeots seem, from memory, easier to work on!  For 
this reason and to encourage others to consider replacing their Multipla clutches themselves rather than being screwed 
by their Fiat Main Stealer or local back-street fundi I have taken the time to jot down what I found and sometimes 
suggest alternative methods.  There is nothing particularly difficult or technical about the task and certainly a 
competent DIYer could complete this unaided in a weekend.  The article is intentionally detailed as it is for 
novices and could be reduced to a list of its headings, on one side of a page, for experienced diy mechanics.  Don’t 
be put off by the detail! 
I have provided commentary and many photographs to help familiarise you with only the things you need to find, so 
possibly saving you time doing some unnecessary work.  I work on the principle of doing as little as possible but there 
were times I ended up having to change tack; I have noted down where this happened but have tried to provide a step-
by-step choreographed route where the order may be important for unstated reasons.  I have indicated the tools needed, 
the size of sockets needed to save some extra trips under the car, the direction of inserting a bolt and the torque settings 
for reassembly.  If anyone spots an error in any of the information please let me know and I will correct it and change 
the version number. 
It will be much easier and quicker for me next time I have to do it on my Multipla (which I hope won’t be every 40K!) 
I did the job during a very wet and cold winter and without a garage. From the rust on the brake discs you can see that 
snow, etc., didn’t help; it did come off with a brush on the angle-grinder!  Try to get your clutch to last until Spring, or 
borrow a gazebo as several drainpipes discharge just where you will lie! 
I have taken care with the details provided, but the usual caveats apply – you take full responsibility for your own 
work and for checking any information and torque figures quoted. Please email me with details of any errors found. 
 
The Fiat Maintenance CD is of some help, e.g. for torque settings.  I also received useful clarification and confirmation 
to posts on threads in the http://www.fiatforum.com/multipla/ forum.  Especially helpful were FlyingClutchman (who as 
a one-man fitter has done over 500 clutches to a range of makes and models) and bikes-for-me whose well illustrated 
clutch replacement thread can be found at  
http://www.fiatforum.com/multipla/190204-diy-guide-clutch-replacement.html 
By all means view the latter’s thread but I hope I have provided enough detail and illustrations to provide a complete 
account of the replacement of both the clutch and dual mass flywheel on a Fiat Multipla. 
 
General 
The clutch is sandwiched between the flywheel on the end of the engine’s crankshaft and the gearbox, so necessitating 
the removal of the gearbox.  Most front wheel drive designs require the engine to be supported, as the mounting block at 
one end of the unit will have to be disconnected.  The Fiat Multipla requires the rear engine-transmission mounting to 
be removed also.  This engine support can best be provided by a piece of wood on a hydraulic jack placed at the N/S 
end on the sump.   
 
The Fiat CD instead shows the use of a beam support with three rubber covered feet, one of which rests on the front of 
the car.  A hook on the forward facing part of the beam is used to support the engine at the engine manifold for the 
diesel version and the bracket for the ignition coil on the petrol version.  (See Fig. BVM.16 and BVM.3)  However Fiat 
don’t provide lifting eyes on the engine and the manifold on my Multipla is hidden behind a heat shield!  This approach 
might be suitable if you have access to a car hoist which would put car out of reach of a jack, but there are stands 
available for that case. 

 

http://www.fiatforum.com/multipla/�
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However you support the engine you will also need to lower the clutch bell-housing, gearbox and integral differential, 
as a unit, to the floor.  You will need to somehow support this as you manoeuvre it out.  It is possible to do this with a 
second hydraulic jack (only £14.99 at Lidl) and an old rope, towrope, or old seatbelt, but it is difficult to do single-
handedly and even harder to refit it!  Note: The centre of gravity of the unit is just engine-side of the joint between the 
gearbox and the clutch bell-housing.  The Fiat CD suggests lowering the unit with driveshafts still attached; don’t! 
There is a lifting eye on the gearbox but it is at the wrong place being nowhere near the centre of gravity of the unit 
being removed.  I moved it rearwards to a hole provided for fitting the Fiat gearbox support tool and tried to use my 
trusty block and tackle but there just wasn’t room to move the gearbox clear of the engine.  An alternative would be to 
use the block and tackle with a rope sling under the unit.  The towrope can be thrown over a beam Roberto-Mancini-
girlie-scarf-fashion, with the ends held together by a 7/8/10mm shackle (about £1), to which the block and tackle can be 
fitted, 

 
 

  
 
or an engine support beam with a chain sling, shown later. 
 

 
This picture shows my attempt at using a lifting eye and 
shackle.  Not recommended as the centre of gravity is too far 
away and there isn’t room to move the unit over, at least not 
with the long gearbox stud in place. 
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Support Beams 
1 
I thought I was lucky to find a new Sealey ES600 600kg three-legged support beam, similar to Fiat’s, cheaply on ebay 
but it was not suitable because the end feet are bolted non-rotationally to the cross-beam and don’t fit in the shaped 
wings of the Multipla.  Worse still, the length of the forward facing beam was too long for the short engine 
compartment of the Multipla unless you first take off the bonnet, which I didn’t want to do, or use an angle-grinder to 
make it fit!   
 

 
Sealey Engine Support Beam Heavy-Duty 600kg ES600 on ebay from £133.71 but also on the net at 
www.pvrdirect.co.uk for £100.76 inclusive.  Note the welded non-directional end feet.  Best to avoid this type of beam. 
 
2 
300, 500 and 502kg straight support beams with one or two support hooks and chains 
ES300 

 
ES500 

 
ES502 

 
Sealey Engine Support Beam 300kg ES300 (has one support) on ebay from about £45.50 + p&p 
Sealey Engine Support Beam 500kg ES500 (has one support) on ebay from about £54.98 + p&p 
Sealey Engine Support Beam 500kg ES502 (has two supports) from pvrdirect.co.uk for £63.39 + p&p 
KMS Engine Support Beam 500kg (has 2 supports) on ebay ‘kmsdirect’ for £39.99 +p&p (you can collect) 
(Laser 4842 (£49.99 + p&p) and Draper 61033 (£61.95 + p&p) and the Sealey ES502 appear to be the same (but more 
expensive) as the KMS 500kg model) 
3 
Alternatively you could make your own from wood –  
http://www.bernardembden.com/xjs/enginesupport/index.htm 
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I bought and would recommend the KMS one because it was reasonably priced and having two hooks and chains would 
be useful for the other three fwd cars in the family!  You can also use the two chains in this model for a supporting sling 
round the gearbox.  Note: The 25mm fillers that I made from cut-offs from galvanised building ties (see later pictures) 
were to make this rigid and avoid any risk of breaking the windscreen should the beam topple over 30 degrees while the 
lifting ‘winder’ was in the wrong position!  The beam worked well. 
 
Having said all that about beams it is possible to do the dismantling with just a second trolley jack and a rope 
but I am a sucker for technology and an easy life….. 
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Steps 
You will need to store and label the screws, bolts and nuts – I use Supermarket apple and melon trays and a biro. 

 
Key: [Italic] = info/waffle     [Italic] = Warning    [Italic] = Refitting note & torque 
 
1 
Loosen the 4 wheel nuts on N/S and O/S front: 
Note: Unless you have to replace a driveshaft there is no need to undo the large hub nuts which cost £4.50 each.
[If you do have to replace a drive shaft then loosen the hub nut(s) before jacking up the car. A ½” drive 24” breaker 
bar would help though I used my torque wrench (shock-horror!).  You first have to raise the two locking’ tongues’.  You 
will need a 36mm deep socket.  Most of these are 50.5mm outside diameter and would need turning down in a lathe to 
fit inside the recess in the hub.  Better to buy a thin-wall, ½” drive, 36mm deep socket such as the Franklin thin-wall, 
asking specifically for one with 47mm outside diameter.  Also suitable is the Kennedy 36mm SOCKET 1/2" SQ DR 
KEN-582-7150K.  Both are available on ebay for about £9. 

   

The Sealey SX006, advertised as suitable for FIAT, is of 50.5mm diameter and unsuitable.] 
[The Fiat CD says a hubnut has to be torqued to 70Nm + 62 degrees.  It also shows how to stake the nut (see below).] 

 
 
It is not clear how this is to be done because the £4.50 nuts are not precept.  Just use a large, blunt masonry chisel and a 
heavy hammer to force the metal into each groove!  
2 
Jack the car up and support on axle stands so the front sub-frame is 400mm above the floor:   
Note the position of the axle-stands.  I forgot to place a piece of card/carpet/rubber on each stand and so will have to 
make good the chassis underseal!  You need the space to get under the car and to swing a torque wrench. 
2.1  

 
[For safety, place supports under the front jacking points despite having to clamber round them when under the car!] 
3 
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Remove the front road wheels 
 
4 
Remove the front exhaust:  
3 12mm flanged nuts at the front [24Nm] and 2 13mm headed M8 screws with washers, at the back.  I had requested 
replacement nuts from my friendly neighbourhood muffler man knowing that they would be mangled getting them off!  
The screws came off easily after a good overnight soaking in WD40.  Retain and reuse the gasket at each end; no 
sealant required. 
4.1 4.2 4.3 

 
 
5 
Support the gearbox on a block of wood on a hydraulic jack:   
This will leave allow access to under the car from the front.  The jack will be moved to under the engine sump later. 
 
6 
Remove the air intake:   
You only need to remove the two 10mm painted screws and press a raised ‘button’.  The other two screws can be left on 
– just as well, as mine were well rusted! When you have removed it note the two bleed nipples on the top of the 
radiator, one above each rubber pipe, and remember to bleed any air out when reassembling.  The sun was shining so 
brightly I only got the one on the left in the viewfinder! 
6.1 6.2 

 
7 
Remove the engine soundproofing cover (four 10mm bolts) – see picture.  
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8 
Disconnect the cable to the MAF sensor from the pipe, and the air pipe from the air filter box.   
If you have a recognisable jubilee clip on the pipe loosen it.  I couldn’t see how to remove the non-standard clip on 
mine so I removed the two 10mm screws instead. 
8.1 8.2 8.3 

 
 
9 
Remove the air filter box:  
You don’t need to take the lid off.  There is a small phillips screw at the top right.  After removing the screw just pull 
the box up to release it. 
 
10 
Remove the battery and tray:    
After checking that you have any radio security code to hand [The FIAT one is 4 digits each between 1 and 6] and that 
the ignition key is in the off position remove the battery negative cable, then the positive cable; replace the positive 
terminal shroud.  The battery strap is held by a 13mm nut at the front – see Pic 10.1.  Keeping the battery vertical 
remove the battery: put it somewhere safe (not under the car!).  Remove the plastic battery tray by lifting up at the front 
– Pic 10.2.  Note the battery tray drainpipe and its route – Pics 10.3 & 10.4 . 
10.1 10.2 

 
10.3 10.4 
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11 
Detach the block of 5 fuses from the steel battery stand:   
It is held on by 2 13mm bolts, one at the front bottom left, the other recessed in the hole cut in the base (the only bolts in 
the next two pictures).  This will allow socket space to remove the four bolts holding the steel battery stand.  There is no 
need to remove the vertical metal piece with the battery strap.  If you do, it is a Torx T30. 
11.1 11.2 
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12 
Remove the steel battery stand: 
This is tricky to do because some of the bolts are inaccessible - the photos should help.   Note: The most inaccessible 
one is at the rear and below; it, however, only needs to be undone a couple of turns because the stand is slotted at this 
point.  Having taken off the block of fuses you can use the socket configuration and route shown in the Pics 12.3, & 
12.4 (as viewed through the opening in the base). 
Disengage the cable and pipe clips on the O/S and remove the stand. 
 
12.1 12.2 

 
12.3 12.4 

 
 
13 
Unscrew the bracket holding the Inertia Switch (Pic 5): (it is held on the air-filter box bracket by one 10mm screw)  
13.1       13.2 

 
 
14 
Remove the metal bracket that holds the air filter box onto the bulkhead:   
There are three 13mm bolts and two 10mm nuts (to the rear).  Note the position of the cable clip under the N/S nut. 
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15 
Hang up the clutch slave cylinder: 
When the battery support has been removed you will see the clutch slave cylinder.  This is held onto the gearbox and 
clutch housing by two 13mm bolts and one cable clip (Pic 15.1).  Clearly, to remove the gearbox you must first detach 
the slave cylinder and for the time being hang it up out of the way – I used an old painter’s  S-hook (Pic 15.2).  
15.1 15.2 15.3 

 
 
[Make sure noone depresses the clutch pedal, as you don’t want to drain the reservoir shared by the clutch and brakes!] 
 
Though my plastic slave cylinder (Pic 15.3) was not faulty I intended replacing it with a more robust cast metal one 
with a proper bleed nipple before refitting the battery support stand.   I have included some details in brackets here, on a 
separate page. 
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[Fitting new iron clutch slave cylinder  
I bought a PJF174 slave cylinder (Pic 1) (PJR is owned by Lucas).  You can get them for £25 but several local motor 
factors wanted £49!  I bought mine for £29 from www.bennetts.com who have a branch in my town.   This is a straight 
swap for the plastic one being identical other than having been cast in iron rather than plastic. 
1 2 

 
3 4 

 
 
Use a Draper or Laser hose clamp (Pic 2) or, if you don’t have one, a pair of mole grips close to the end of the rubber 
pipe to avoid the loss of more than a smidgen of brake fluid and the ingress of air.  This is important because the clutch 
and brake system share a single reservoir and you don’t want to have to bleed everything! You only have to pull up the 
spring clip (Pics 3 & 4), pull out the ‘O’-ringed connector and do the reverse on the new one. 
5 6 

 
 
You will need to bleed the clutch system, but don’t try that before the slave cylinder has been bolted down or the piston 
will be pushed out of the barrel!!  I used my 20 year-old Gunson EEZI Bleed single-man device (Pic 5).  You don’t 
need to buy the extra set G4063 Multi-cap kit which includes one described as for Fiat - the original kit has a 44/45mm 
cap and you use the thick seal for the Fiat’s 45mm filler. Remember there is an 8mm bulkhead bleed nipple too (Pic 6).] 

http://www.bennetts.com/�
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16 
Remove the clamp holding the big rubber hose at the back of the engine:   
Mine wasn’t a standard jubilee clip but it came off easily.  I replaced it later with an 80-100mm jubilee clip which 
nearly fully wound-in was fine.  A 70-90 one would be better.  See Pics 16.1 & 16.2. 
16.1  16.2 

 
 
Disconnect the hose and pull it forward, see Pic 16.3.  You do not need to detach the hose at the intercooler.  There will 
be no contents loss. 
In Pic 16.4 you can see the pipe clip that clicks onto the hose (connector visible in Pic 16.3) 
16.3 16.4 

 
 
17 
Remove the NS wheelarch lining:   
This is held by 4 phillips screws (bottom front, bottom rear, and 2 along the arch) and 3 plastic studs.  The studs are 
easily levered out, but I didn’t see the third below the outer slats, see picture. 
Note:  You do not need to remove the OS wheelarch lining. 

 
Note: There were three clips for phillips type self-tapping screws, but only the outer two were used. 
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18 
Release cables and pipes: 
So that they are not put under tension later, disconnect the brake-pad wear warning cable at the NS wheel and then 
detach the cable from the U-clips on the strut and bulkhead.  Do the same for the brakepipes in each wheel arch and the 
two ABS cables (if fitted). See pictures.  I also disconnected the ABS sensors to clean them up later (10mm screw).   
18.1 18.2 

 
 
19 
Release gearbox linkage: 
Disconnect the two gearbox linkage cables by carefully prising them off the balls.  Unscrew the three 13mm bolts that 
hold the cable bracket on the bell-housing, see the holes in Pic 19.2.  You do not need to remove any other screws, 
cable-retaining spring clips or the dust cover.  Just let the gear linkage cables and bracket dangle. 
19.1 19.2 
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20 
Identify the main connections between the clutch bell-housing and the engine:   
Note, in particular, the position of the three starter motor bolt holes at the top left, the top two of which have to be 
‘found’ by touch.  The cable bracket, shown in Pic 20.3, straddles the top two bolts. 
Bolts/nuts from South, clockwise, size, entry direction, torque 20.1 
              20.1 
(a) Bolt, 13mm, NS, 50Nm 
(b) Bolt (SE of driveshaft), 19mm, OS, 90Nm 
(c) Bolt, 13mm, OS, 50Nm 
(d) Flangeless Nut (below driveshaft), 19mm, OS, 
(e) Flanged Nut on stud (above driveshaft), 18mm, OS,  
(f) Starter motor bolt, 13mm, OS, 22Nm 
(g) Starter motor bolt, 13mm, OS, 22Nm 
(h) Starter motor bolt, 13mm, OS, 22Nm 
(i) Bolt (top centre), 18mm, NS, 88Nm 
(j) Bolt, 18mm, NS, 88Nm 
(k) Bolt, 18mm, OS, 88Nm 
Note: Bolts (i), (j) and (k) are identical, M12 1.25 pitch. 
 
 
20.2 

20.2 shows rear mounting.  (The bolt on the far right should have been 
shown in the opposite direction!) 
 
20.3 shows the top stud and the dowel which may be dislodged when 
lowering the gearbox. 
 
20.4 shows the cable bracket that straddles the top two starter motor 
bolts. 
 
20.5 shows the size of the top stud.  The shorter threaded part goes into 
the clutch bell-housing; the unthreaded part is where the dowel will be. 
 

20.3 
 
[Be sure to check that the dowel is in place in the hole in the 
engine before refitting the gearbox, otherwise you will have to take 
the gearbox out an inch to refit it!] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

20.4 20.5 
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21 
Remove the rear mounting: 
Clamber underneath from the front and remove the flanged nut on the top stud (the stud screws into the clutch bell-
housing and passes through a lug on the engine casing and is just above the OS driveshaft).   I undid the nut with a 
standard 18mm socket and then a ring spanner.  You would be better off with an 18mm deep socket if you have one.  
Still underneath the car  

i. undo and remove the 18mm flangeless nut (d) off the lower stud on the rear support [55Nm].  This stud is also 
long but doesn’t pass through the engine so causes no problems; 

ii. undo and remove the 19mm big bolt (b) through the rear support into the clutch bell-housing [80Nm].  It is a bit 
hidden but the position is easily determined by looking where it must go.  Note: You don’t need to undo the more 
visible big bolt holding the brace that goes from the bottom of the rear support to the top stud; 

iii. undo and remove the 15mm bolt through the rear support into the engine [80Nm]; 
iv. remove the central, vertical 19mm long bolt in the rear support and the two 13mm bolts that hold the support to 

the cross beam;  
v. remove the rear support. Beware! When you take the end of the mount out of the cross beam the inner plate 

and/or non-captive nut may fall and hit you…. The design of the support is weird as the inner nut is not captive 
welded to the plate and is inaccessible through the cross beam – if you lower the engine enough it is possible to 
remove the whole rear support without undoing the long central bolt, but you may find it harder to line up in 
reassembly. See pictures. 

21.1 Bottom view 21.2 Top with plate off, tongue fits in the groove        21.3 Plate on 

 
21.4 non-captive nut attached 21.5 Assembled, side view 

 
 
22 
Release OS inner driveshaft bearing:  
Undo and remove the 3 10mm screws holding the inner O/S driveshaft bearing.  Don’t try and undo the 3 welded 13mm 
nuts on the other side!  
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23 
Remove the long stud: 
I had trouble manoeuvring the gearbox off the engine because of the long top stud, but did succeed.  Note: Some of the 
pictures show the stud still on the clutch bell-housing for that reason. 
Having found it easy to remove the stud when the gearbox was off the car I would recommend that you attempt to 
remove it before taking the gearbox off. The stud with a loose dowel (see Pic 4) is of total length 87 or 90mm so there 
is an exposed length of about 60mm from the clutch bell-housing – that is how far you will have to move the gearbox 
and clutch bell-housing over to release it and what makes the removal of the gearbox so difficult, unless you first 
remove the stud as follows!  I found reinstallation of the gearbox much easier without it, so if it doesn’t come out 
beforehand, remove it before refitting the gearbox!  Replace the flanged nut on the top stud but with the flange 
outwards.  Fit the unflanged nut on the stud and lock them together.  Then use a spanner on the inner nut to undo the 
stud.  If it is tight you could put an 18mm ring spanner on the stud before the first nut. 
Pic 23.1 shows the top stud after the rear support has been removed.  Note the shape of the engine lug the stud passes 
through – the dowel is fitted in the fatter part.  Fig 23.2 shows the locked nuts (the picture was taken on reassembly and 
shows where the released inner drive shaft will be after section 25.  You wouldn’t want to see the end of the driveshaft 
yet because we haven’t drained the gearbox oil!!) 
23.1 23.2 

 
 
24 
Remove the starter motor bolts: 

Back under the car to remove the three bolts holding the starter motor to the 
clutch bell-housing: 
The starter is behind the engine at the flywheel end and can be seen in Pic 23.1.  
It is held on by 3 13mm flanged bolts, of which the top 2 are inaccessible.  The 
bottom bolt is easy.  The pictures should help locate them.  Also the top two bolts 
hold in position a cable clip for the positive cable from the battery (Pic 20.4).  If 
you just slacken both of the top two bolts you will be able to move the cable clip 
away and gain easier access and light from the top. First unclip the battery lead 
from the cable clip.  I used a short ring spanner fitted at the 12 o’clock position to 
remove the top rear one.  The top one nearest the engine needs patience as you 

cannot see it.  To remove this one use a socket configuration as in the picture, having fed it up to the OS of the dipstick 
tube.  The bolts are easy to remove by finger once started.  You don’t need to remove the starter motor and can leave 
the main leads from the battery and alternator fully attached.  Just push the motor to one side.  Having already taken off 
the exhaust and rear support there will be enough room to work. 
When refitting the motor, screw in the top two until there is just enough space to get the bracket in under the bolt heads. 
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25 
Drain the gearbox oil: 
The fill and drain locations are shown in Pics 25.1 & 25.2.  Disconnect the cable by the fill plug.  The plugs are usually 
very tight as they are tapered plugs that are often over-torqued.  Both are 12mm and as there isn’t enough room for a 
drain socket and ratchet wrench in the drain plug, use the type of 12-10mm double ended hex socket shown in Pic 25.3 
(Laserline 1576 £2). [28Nm]  Pics 25.4 & 25.5 show it in use with 19mm spanner and the ratchet wrench. 
25.1 25.2 25.3 

 
25.4 25.5 

 
 
Partly because I am mean, but also because the oil is meant to last the lifetime of the car (it is not a scheduled 
maintenance item) I chose to use the same synthetic oil again.  I drained it using the 2-litre Silverline 104610 vacuum 
extractor pump (Pic 25.6) I got to drain the engine oil through the dipstick tube.  I had to improvise an attachment to fit 
the drain hole using a Harvey’s Bristol Cream bottle cork drilled to take the 8mm OD tubing (Pic 25.7), and used an old 
‘O’-ring for a seal, positioned about 10mm from the cork shoulder.  This might have been a good moment to swig the 
sherry, but as it was Lent I used the bottle stop that came in a cracker!  It worked brilliantly!! [Neither pipe supplied 
with the pump would fit in the dip stick tube and with a narrower one the pump was useless – not recommended
25.6 25.7 

.]  
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Pics 25.8 & 25.9 show the Silverline 2-litre vacuum pump, and the 1.7 litres salvaged oil, (as measured by water in 
another bottle). 
25.8 25.9 

 
It may look black but was like amber nectar even if it smelt vile; if beer smelt like it we would all be teetotal! 
For replacing the oil I bought an el-cheapo two-way bendy funnel with filter for 89p from QD, also in Poundland.  
When split the top will be fine for engine oil top-ups. 
25.10 25.11 25.12 

 
25.13 25.14 
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26 
Disconnect NS drive shaft: 
You have to disconnect the driveshafts to be able to remove the gearbox-differential unit.  (Section 29 for the OS one.) 
The NS outer drive shaft is held on by six 6mm allen bolts.  These are removed using a 6mm allen key in a 10mm 
socket.  Find a position where the key can be comfortably and squarely inserted and remove the bolt.  To do the other 
bolts rotate the driveshaft into the same position.  See Pic 26.1.  Pic 26.2 shows them all out.   
Note: You will not remove the short inner shaft on the NS so shouldn’t need a new NS driveshaft oil seal. 
26.1 26.2 

 
It is recommended that new bolts be used on reassembly.  I cleaned mine up and used fresh Loctite.  [40Nm] 
 
27 
Break the NS suspension: 
Clean up the thread on the tie-rod end and spray well with WD40. See Pic 27.1 but you clean it before disassembling!  
Carefully remove the nut to avoid the spindle rotating [70Nm].  Replace the nut on the first few threads and a tap with a 
hammer will free it.  Clean up and remove the top nut on the drop-link, Pic 27.2 [60Nm].  If the link-pin turns Pic 27.3 
shows the spanner ‘flats’ behind the bracket.  Then remove the two bolts that hold the NS hub to the front strut, Pic 27.4 
[70Nm].  The nuts are 17mm and bolts are 15mm.  (It probably doesn’t matter, but on each side the bolts went from left 
to right when facing the wheelarch.) Support the hub on a block of wood to avoid putting the brake pipe and cables 
under strain, Pic 27.5. 
27.1 27.2 
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27.3 27.4 27.5 

 
There is no need to remove callipers, wishbones, hubs, or the tie-rod ends. 
28 
Break the OS suspension: 
 
29 
Withdraw the whole OS driveshaft and inner driveshaft from the differential: 
Withdraw the complete driveshaft from the differential.  You do not need to undo the six bolts, as a pull on the hub 
will disengage the inner shaft and leave it well clear of the oil seal.  (Note: I did disconnect the tie-rod ends as I 
wasn’t sure of this and didn’t want to get under the car again on a rainy day, but I don’t think it was necessary!)  As the 
oil seal will not be damaged when manoeuvring the gearbox out you will not need to fit a new OS oil seal.  [If either 
seal was leaking already, remove it and tap a new one in after smearing the inner end with general-purpose silicone 
sealant; use a suitable sized socket to do this.   Withdrawing the complete driveshaft will probably withdraw the bearing 
supporting the inner shaft as in Pic 29.1: no problem it will all push in when reassembling. 
Note: The screws holding the O/S drive shaft are longer than those on the N/S but you don’t need to remove them if you 
are not working on the driveshaft. 
29.1 29.2 

 
On reassembly replace the 3 screws holding the bearing retainer on the inner shaft (OS) before refitting the exhaust. 
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30 
Support engine on hydraulic jack and disconnect the earth:  
Position it under the gearbox end of the sump with a block of wood on the jack. Then remove the front gearbox support 
to provide plenty of room for lowering the gearbox.  Leave the bolts at the left of Pic 30.2 in the mounting for 
reassembly.  I used a 280mm offcut of mdf to protect the intercooler.  Disconnect the earth at gearbox, Pic 30.3. 
30.1 30.2 (from front) 30.3 

 
 
31 
Loosen bolts and separate the clutch bell-housing from the engine: 
31.1 31.2 

Now loosen, but do not remove, all the other bolts 
holding the clutch bell-housing to the engine to about 
25mm (=1”). 
Use a prybar from Poundland (Pic 31.1) or a broad 
bladed screwdriver to separate the clutch bell-housing 
from the engine.  You might find it worthwhile removing 
the flywheel access plate at the bottom front (Pic 31.2) 
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32 
Lower front subframe: 
The difficulty in moving the gearbox across enough to disengage the top stud from the engine can be seen from Pic 32.1 
For that reason having tried unsuccessfully I chose to lower the front subframe.  Pic 32.2 shows the extra clearance after 
lowering it.  If you successfully removed the stud it would be worth first trying omitting this stage.   
32.1 32.2 

 
 
Fig 32.3 shows the subframe fixing bolts by position and size: do not undo the wishbone bolts.  To lower the subframe, 
first remove the 15mm bolts freeing the steering rack from the subframe.  Then remove the NS 18 and 20a bolts.  Next 
undo the OS 18 and 20a bolts about 25mm.  The subframe should drop about 50mm on the NS.  Some people would 
undo and remove all the bolts.  
I had no difficulty in undoing the 18mm and 20mm bolts but felt that the 15mm ones might be ‘rounded’ if I had 
continued undoing them.  I suspect my 15mm socket was not the best.  In the end I left the 15mm bolts but instead 
removed all three bolts on the NS and loosened all the bolts on the OS about 25mm.  This allowed the subframe and 
crossbeam to drop about 50mm on the NS.  I would suggest trying the 15mm bolts first and taking the first option if 
they can be removed. 
If you follow option 2, as I did, remember to insert the spacer between the body and the crossbeam (see Pic 32.4) 
33.3 32.4 

 
33 
Lower clutch bell-housing, gearbox and differential: 
Note: Without oil this unit has a mass of 37kg = 81.4 lb = 0.73 cwt.  Not that much, but it is awkward! 
For those planning to use the support beam approach the following pics should help.  With the chain as in 33.2 I found 
that when the swivel had reached its limit the unit was some 6” off the floor. Use a block or hang from a single link 33.5 
33.1 33.2 33.3 

 
33.4 33.5 33.6 33.7 Swivel to move it out. 

 

18                                          Front                                         18 
 
                  15            15                           15              15 
 
20a                                                                                        20a 
20b                   15mm at 70, others at 120Nm                     20b 
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34 
Remove clutch cover and clutch plate: 
The clutch cover is held on by six Torx T40 screws. They say use new screws, but I cleaned mine and used new Loctite. 
34.1 34.2 

 
 
35 
Remove and replace the dual mass flywheel if necessary: 
Symptoms of a duff dmf:   http://www.apsw.co.uk/index.php/Damping/dual-mass-flywheel-pre-fitting-checks 
The main symptoms of a failing DMF are  
1. Loud, rhythmic clicks from low engine revs under full load 
2. Severe judder when taking up drive using the clutch 
I had both these faults and the slack motion was three times that on the new one. 
The problem is that with no brakes, driveshafts, or gearbox how do you lock the flywheel to remove the six flywheel 
bolts which are torqued to 160Nm?  Google came up with no locking tool suitable for a FIAT other than parts 
1.860.846.000 counter-torque (now 1860846001 on ePer and called a brace, at about £7 – but I have never been able to 
access ePer!) and an unsuitable tool in the timing kit which requires the clutch bell-housing to be in place (Pic 35.2). 
I improvised a brace as in Pic 35.1 using the two 8mm drillings but later learnt from FlyingClutchman that the simple 
way is to fit the smaller hole of the lifting eye (on the front of the gearbox) to the flywheel with one of the clutch cover 
screws and then stick a big phillips screwdriver through the other end and an engine mounting hole! See Pic 35.3 (taken 
after reassembly showing this on my old flywheel).   
35.1 35.2 35.3 

 
 
Pictures 35.4 and 35.5 show the new dmf and the old bolts.  35.6 shows the access to the rear crankshaft seal, which 
should be replaced if showing any signs of leaking. 
35.4 35.5 35.6 

 
 
Valeo Technical said the bolts were stretch bolts and should be replaced.  Others have said they are definitely not.  As 
Valeo also suggested tightening the six little clutch cover bolts to 160Nm I chose to clean them up and use new Loctite. 
[160Nm for the 16 valve JTD and 147-212 Nm for the 8 valve, so 160Nm!] 
Note: When the six bolts have been removed the flywheel may fall off!   
Note the position of the locating dowel (shown offset at the top of 35.4 and NE in 35.6. 

http://www.apsw.co.uk/index.php/Damping/dual-mass-flywheel-pre-fitting-checks�
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36 
Centre clutch plate and refit:  
[Note: It is easy to fit the clutch friction plate the wrong way round. This has happened to many people. The pdf below 
says which way round. Cambio Lato or Lato Cambio printed on the clutch plate apparently means 'Gearbox Side'. 
The trouble is they shrink-wrap the plate and cover, with the plate the wrong way so the long stub is inside the cover! 
http://www.valeoservice.com/data/master/webfile/10782776164AD33EA4AC143.pdf?rnd=154 
Fit the clutch alignment tool (Pic 36.1).  Centre the clutch friction pate on the pressure plate (Pic 36.2), tighten on bench 
(Pic 36.3) and replace on engine (Pic 36.4).  [Torque for the clutch cover bolts is 28Nm.] 
36.1 36.2 

 
36.3 36.4 

 
 
37 
Clutch release bearing: 
Lubricate the clutch fork (Pics 37.1, 37.2). Pic 37.3 shows the orientation of the old bearing.  Clip the new bearing on 
by moving the clutch lever until it engages and move the lever to slide the bearing towards the gearbox. 
37.1 37.2 

 
37.3 37.4 Clean and grease the bearing sleeve 

 

http://www.valeoservice.com/data/master/webfile/10782776164AD33EA4AC143.pdf?rnd=154�
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38 
Throw everything back on! 
Note:  Before refitting the gearbox remove the inspection cover.  This will help align the splined shaft on the gearbox 
with the hole in clutch friction plate.  It shows well with a torch but the camera flash was too high!!  It will also allow 
you to check that the clutch release is still in position after lifting the gearbox. 
 

 
 
EuroCarParts [(Use a local branch to save postage) Ask for Sale or Return so you could check the condition of the 
dmf at disassembly and possibly save yourself £246]  
Clutch  641582020  Valeo Partno. 821463  £96.95 + VAT 
Dual Mass Flywheel  336580010  Valeo Partno. 836017  £209.93 + VAT. Total: £352.93 
 
Fiat [Ask for Sale or Return for parts that you won’t know whether they are needed until dismantling.] 
Rear Main Crankshaft Oil Seal F0071718365 £41.87 + VAT (not used) 
Drive shaft oil seal F0040004830 £4.39 + VAT (not used) 
Drive shaft sealing gasket F0040004760  £4.55 + VAT (not used) 
Replacement 13mm screw F0046441384 £1.63 + VAT   Total : £1.92 
 
Sundries 
80-100mm Jubilee clip £1 
Loctite thread sealer 
 
Tools: 
Usual one, or preferably two, hydraulic trolley jacks (Lidl £14.99) 
Usual pair of axle stands 
Usual socket set 
Usual set of spanners 
5-70Nm torque wrench 
70-280Nm torque wrench (range needed is 20-160) 
Torx T40 key 
6mm allen key for 10mm socket 
Engine support beam KMS 500kg £39.95, optional 
Three 8mm (or 7 or 10mm) shackles (£1 each) 
Laser 1576 10-12mm double-ended hex sump key £2  incl. 
Laser 2646 clutch alignment tool  £7 
Silverline 104610 oil vacuum extraction pump £9 
Prybar, £1 Poundland, or use large broad bladed screwdriver. 
2-in-1 bendy funnel £0.87 
Counter-torque or Brace ePer 1860846001 or 1.860.846.000 at about £7  (optional) 
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If you think this 24 page article with over 120 pictures may have saved you a lot of money and wish to make a £2 
contribution to the VSBF (Victor.Sylvester.Benevolent.Fund), with 50% of the net amount after Paypal charges going 
to the charity supported by the MultiplaUsers forum, please click on the following link to email me at  
victor.sylvester@yahoo.co.uk !  
I will then send you a link to a payment form on a secure website that would allow you to use paypal or a credit or debit 
card. 
Please also use this address to email me any corrections. 
 
The FiatMultiplaClutchReplacement_NotesForNovices article is ©victor.sylvester 2010, but may be downloaded and 
used by anyone.   So that I may update the article in only one location, no approval is given for it to be hosted on 
websites other than https://www.sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs 
The direct link to the file is 
https://www.sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs/FiatMultiplaClutchReplacement_NotesForNovices.pdf?attredirects=0&d=1  
and other websites are welcome to make available this link. 
 
 

mailto:victor.sylvester@yahoo.co.uk�
https://www.sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs�
https://www.sites.google.com/site/fiatmultipla/Home/repairs/FiatMultiplaClutchReplacement_NotesForNovices.pdf?attredirects=0&d=1�
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